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IN THE COURT OF ASSISTANT SESSIONS JUDGE:: UDALGURI, ASSAM 

SESSION- 36/2016 

u/s- 25(1-A) Arms Act 

THE STATE OF ASSAM             --------  Lt Col SAS Basappa (Informant). 

          -Vs- 

SRI LWMSAR DAIMARY              -------- Accused person. 

PRESENT: NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED, (LL.M, AJS) 

                Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam  

APPEARANCE:    

  (1) Mr B. K Chetry                          : Ld Addl. PP for the State. 

  (2) Mr J. K Brahma                         : Ld Defence Counsel. 

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON                  : 16.05.2016 & 02.05.2017 

ARGUMENTS   HEARD ON                  : 31.05.2017  

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON                : 12.06.2017. 

J U D G M E N T 

1.            The brief facts of the case leading to the prosecution of the accused is 

that on 02.10.12 Lt Col SAS Basappa from Army Camp Borrengajuli lodged an 

ejahar with the O/C Dimakuchi PS stating inter alia that based on information 

from their own sources regarding presence of suspected NDFB(AT) at Ojirgaon, 

a joint operation was launched by a team of 2 (two) officers, 2 (two) JCOs and 

16 (sixteen) other ranks of Borrengajuli Army Camp, along with police personnel 

from Dimakuchi PS. After continuously tracking the movement for a long time, 

militants location was tracked down at a suspected house of Mr Kamla Boro and 

apprehended 2 (two) suspected NDFB(AT) cadres namely, Sri Lwmsar Daimary 

and Sri Dwithun Boro. They also recovered 2 (two) 9 mm Pistol, 2 (two) nos. of 

9 mm Magazine, 7 (seven) live rounds, 2 (two) mobile phones, 3 (three) SIM 

cards and 1 (one) Motor Cycle (No- AS 27 AU 1790) from the possession of the 

aforesaid persons and handed over the recovered articles along with the 
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apprehended persons to the OC, Dimakuchi PS and lodged the ejahar. Hence 

the Case. 

2.    On receipt of the ejahar, Dimakuchi PS Case No-49/12, u/s- 

120(B)/121/121(A) IPC, R/W Section 25(1-A) Arms Act, R/W Section 17/19 

U.A(P) Act was registered against accused persons namely, Sri Lwmsar Daimary 

and Sri Dwithun Boro. Investigation into the case was commenced and after 

completion of the investigation, Charge-sheet u/s-25(1-A) Arms Act was 

submitted against the accused persons namely, Sri Lwmsar Daimary and Sri 

Dwithun Boro, to face the trial.  

3.            The case against the accused Sri Dwithun Daimary was ‘filed’. In due 

course, the case against the accused Sri Lwmsar Daimary was committed to the 

Court of Hon’ble Sessions Judge, Udalguri by the learned CJM, Udalguri and then 

the case was transferred to this Court for trial. 

4.           Trial of the case was commenced. The accused Sri Lwmsar Daimary 

was produced before the Court from jail to face trial. After hearing both the 

sides and perusing the case record, charge in writing u/s-25(1-A) Arms Act was 

framed against the aforesaid accused person. On being read over and explained 

the content of the charge u/s- 25(1-A) Arms Act, the accused pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to face the trial. 

5.           Points for Determination:- After considering the materials on 

record, I have found only the following point for determination- 

                 Whether the accused Sri Lwmsar Daimary on or about 02.10.2012   

in Ojirgaon (Paruba Chuba) village under Dimakuchi PS was found 

in conscious possession of prohibited weapon i.e two 9 mm Pistol, 

two nos. of 9 mm Magazine and seven live rounds? 

6.       During the trial, the prosecution side examined only 3 (three) witnesses 

namely, Sri Tarun Baglary as PW-1, Smti Runumoni Boro as PW-2 and SI Debajit 

Das as PW-3. The prosecution side exhibited the Ejahar as Ext-1, Seizure List as 

Ext-2, Sketch Map of P.O as Ext-3 and Charge-sheet as Ext-4. It was seen from 
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the C/R that the attendance of the vital PWs i.e the army personnel could not be 

secured by the prosecution side by sending WT messages again and again. The 

ld Addl. PP submitted that there is little chance of securing the attendance of the 

remaining PWs and as such considering the nature of evidences adduced by the 

PWs so far and the failure to secure the attendance of other PWs, the ld Addl. 

PP has verbally prayed for the closure of prosecution evidence by dispensing 

with the examination of other PWs and as such the prosecution evidence was 

closed. The accused was examined u/s-313 Cr.P.C, wherein his stand was of 

total denial. The accused declined to adduce defence evidence. I have also 

heard the arguments of both the sides. 

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE, DECISSION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

7.         To determine the above-mentioned point and to reach a judicial decision 

on the same, let me now adumbrate the germane evidences on record. 

8.          PW-1 Sri Tarun Baglary, stated in his deposition that about 4/5 years 

ago the incident took place. PW-1 stated that on that day, the Army Personnel 

had apprehended 2 (two) boys. PW-1 further stated that on that day they did 

not stop at the signal and run away but then they were caught. PW-1 stated 

that he knew nothing beyond that.    

9.          PW-2 Smti Runumoni Boro stated in her deposition that about 4/5 

years ago this incident took place. PW-2 stated that while she was having food 

at her house, one boy suddenly came running inside her house and then from 

other gate the boy fled away. PW-2 further stated that the Army personnel 

followed him and that boy was ultimately apprehended near her house. During 

cross examination, PW-2 admitted that she cannot say as to whether accused 

present in the dock was the one who had come into her house on that day. 

10.           PW-3 SI Debajit Das stated in his deposition that on 03.10.2012 he 

was posted at Dimakuchi PS as probationary attached officer and on that day 

the O/C Dimakuchi PS received an FIR from Army personnel along with two 

accused and two 9 mm pistol, two magazines of 9 mm pistol, 7 live round 

ammunition, two mobile phones, three SIM cards, one motor cycle bearing Reg 
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No-AS 27AU 1790 (180 CC Bajaj Pulsar). PW-3 further stated that after being 

entrusted with the task of investigation, he recorded the statement of the 

informant in the Police Station and seized the aforesaid items. PW-3 further 

stated that he also recorded the statement of seizure witnesses. PW-3 further 

stated that then he proceeded to the P/O and drew rough sketch map of the 

P/O. PW-3 further stated that he also recorded the statement of the witnesses 

from the P/O. PW-3 also stated that then he recorded the statement of the 

accused persons and arrested the accused persons in connection with this case. 

PW-3 further stated that he sent the accused persons along with seizure list to 

Court. PW-3 further stated that he also got police custody of the accused 

persons for a period of three days. PW-3 further stated that on 22.10.2012 he 

was transferred and as such he handed over the CD to the O/C. PW-3 further 

stated that it is found from the CD that the succeeding I/O namely, Girish Das 

took the prosecution sanction and also sent the seized pistol for examination in 

Forensic Science Lab, Guwahati. Lateron one Durga Kingkor Sarmah took the 

prosecution sanction and report of FSL and then submitted the charge-sheet. 

During cross examination, PW-3 admitted that he seized the items as mentioned 

in the Ext-2 on being produced by the Army personnel before the police station. 

PW-3 further admitted that the identification mark of pistol and ammunition 

were not mentioned in the ejahar as well as in the seizure list. PW-3 further 

admitted that the seized items were produced before the police station without 

any seal pack. PW-3 also admitted that there are no independent seizure 

witnesses in Ext-2.    

11.             To start with the appreciation of evidences of PWs, let me refer to the 

arguments advanced by both the sides. The ld Counsel for the accused 

submitted that the prosecution has failed to prove the recovery of pistols, 

magazines and other articles from the possession of the accused. The ld Counsel 

further submitted that there is no evidence to show that the seizure was made 

in presence of independent witnesses and on that ground alone, the ld Defence 

Counsel has sought acquittal of the accused. Per contra, the ld Addl. PP could 

not find an answer to the submission of the ld defence Counsel and the ld Addl 
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PP admitted that the seizure was not made in presence of independent 

witnesses. 

12.          On the face of the rival submissions, let me appreciate the evidences 

on record vis a vis the ejahar. It can be seen from the ejahar (Ext-1) that the 

seizure of pistol along with the other articles were not made in presence of any 

independent persons. Further IO (PW-3) admitted in his cross examination that 

he seized the items as mentioned in the Ext-2 on being produced by the Army 

personnel before the police station. So there is no evidence on record to show 

that the recovery of weapons were from the possession of the accused. PW-1 

and PW-2 also did not suport the prosecution case. So, I find force in the 

submission of the ld defence Counsel.     

13.        Even the army officials including the informant, who allegedly nabbed 

the accused and then recovered the weapons, could not be examined by the 

prosecution. The examination of army officials could have brought some life into 

the prosecution case. In the instant case, the army officials moved out of 

Udalguri as routine movement and as such WT message was issued through 

appropriate authority for a number of times for the last one year but no 

response was received as in other cases involving army personnel as witnesses. 

No return WT message has been received seeking time etc. As such the Court 

had no option but to close the prosecution evidence. 

14.          On the face of the aforesaid appreciation of evidences vis a vis the 

facts in hand, the penal liability cannot be fastened upon the accused person. 

There is no iota of materials showing that the accused was found in conscious 

possession of weapons. The principle of criminal jurisprudence is that the 

prosecution has to prove its case beyond reasonable doubt and in case of any 

doubt, the benefit of doubt has to be given to the accused person. The aforesaid 

appreciation of evidences of PWs led me to hold that the prosecution has failed 

to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the accused Sri Lwmsar Daimary was 

found in conscious possession of prohibited weapons illegally. Hence, the point 

in hand is decided against the prosecution.  
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15.           On the basis of the above adumbration and appreciation of evidences 

thereof, it can be safely concluded that the prosecution has failed to prove its 

case against the accused Sri Lwmsar Daimary beyond reasonable doubt. As 

such, the accused is acquitted of the charge levelled against him. So, the 

accused be set at liberty forthwith.  

16.         The bail-bond for the accused would remain in force for the next six 

(6) months in view of Sec. 437-A CrPC. 

17.          The seized pistol and other articles be disposed of as per law after the 

disposal of the case against the co-accused.  

18.           Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 12th day of June, 

2017.                                       

                                                                                                                                                                                                              

                                                                 (NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

                                                                                    Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam 
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APPENDIX 

1.   PROSECUTION WITNESSES-- 

           I) PW-1                                : Sri Tarun Baglary; 

          II) PW-2                                : Smti Runumoni Boro & 

          II) PW-3                                : SI Debajit Das. 

2.   PROSECUTION EXHIBITS-            

            I) Ext-1                               : Ejahar; 

           II) Ext-2                               : Seizure List; 

          III) Ext-3                               : Sketch Map of P/O & 

          IV) Ext-4                                : Charge-sheet. 

3.    DEFENCE WITNESSES                  : Nil. 

4.    COURT WITNESSES/EXHIBITS      : Nil.                        

                                               

 

                                                       (NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

                                                                                Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam 

 

 


